YER 7 RECIPIENTS

1 AWARD

1 Merit Award
Charlize Arrif, Owen Aulich, Aiden Blazincic, Bailey Chandler, Joshua Duff, Luca Finta, Liam Gellert, Joshua Greentree, Tadgh Halion, Harry Halkidis, Mitchell Hillston, Bailey Jenkins, Ryan Nunziante, Willow Pearce, Jesse Prescott, Aaliyah Raudino, Tyler Rooney, Kayla Smith, Ronan Taylor, Cameron Varone, Liam Westlake and Ryder Wilson

1 Academic Award
Oscar Aquilina, Lachlan Avery, Charlotte Brinkley, Declan Clinton, Kane Daz, William Hughes, Brody Hull, Briar Keyser, Zinnia Mithen, Tyler Rainford, Remy Stewart, Sophie Thurgood and Nicholas Ward

2 AWARDS

2 Merit
Benjamin Bird, Savannah Coghlan, Rosanna Corrone, Marc De Iulio, Julia Devanny, Lachlan Dove, Daisy Grant, Jeremy Green, Damian Janssen, Alexander Molfatrick, Taleesha O’Kane, Spencer Rolando and Oscar Vout

1 Merit and 1 Academic
Monique Campbell, Levi Cannata, Lily Christensen, Tyson Fitzgerald, Chiara Giudice, Jemma Gough, Poppy Harrison, Lucy Hicks, Laura Johnson, Christian Phillips, Mitchell Reichman, Cooper Smith, Ally Snell and Emma Violi

2 Academic
Avia Brown, Ethan Condon, Jake Dare, Grace Mathers and Jack Parrott

3 AWARDS

3 Merit Awards
Amelia Atkinson, Xavier Bechaz, Gracie Kennedy and Emma Martin

2 Merit and 1 Academic
Mikayla Best, Maddison Bromley, Justin Brooks, Amelia English, Alex Gibson, Jade Maggs, Brodie Mitchell, Eily Sheehan and Teiya Sisson

1 Merit and 2 Academic

3 Academic Awards
Paige Chivers, Charli Dobrigh, Tahli Lappen, Samantha Peters, Nathan Sims, Scarlett Sorace and Zander Wills

4 AWARDS

4 Merit Awards
Sienna Del Giudice, Claire Foster and Joshua Lewington

3 Merit and 1 Academic Awards
Chloe Morris (7White), Jack Parker, Sophie Southall, Keeley Thompson and Daisy Wells

2 Merit and 2 Academic Award
Chloe Baker, Brooke Emeny, Allison Farr, Zaccheus Prentice, Isaac Price, Keira Stoll, Mia Story, Max Vukic and Alex Wheeler

1 Merit and 3 Academic Award
Jadis Botterill, Alexander Boucher, Henry Burchmore, Lucy Hobley, Rhylee Stephens and Gemma Williams
4 Academic Awards
Ella Hall

5 AWARDS

5 Merit Awards
Nathan Fernando and Ella Murray

4 Merit and 1 Academic Award
Thomas Harvey

3 Merit and 2 Academic Awards
Raph Green and Ryan Holloway

2 Merit and 3 Academic Awards
Rory Bell, Joshua Bourke, Zara Doolan, Scarlett Gales-Smith, Phoebe Hall, Ella Hamilton, Katherine Mansley, Oscar Nieuwesteeg, Mia Sattler and Eva Vulling

1 Merit and 4 Academic Awards
Damian Fernando, Kinga Kaczmarek, Cassandra Lennon, Sarabella Mosca, Jena Schaak and Sophie Starnawski

5 Academic Awards
Felicia Aisea, Kade Chippendale and Lily McLean

6 AWARDS

6 Merit Awards
Basanti Vanderhyde

5 Merit and 1 Academic Award
Harrison Vranken

4 Merit and 2 Academic Awards
Jeremy Bennett, Benjamin Bernardini, Nicoleta Ignatiadis, Ella Singer and Mikayla Walpole

3 Merit and 3 Academic Awards
Stella Beyer

2 Merit and 4 Academic Awards
Jai Jackson, Emma Lambert, Linken Paterson, Mia Pizzuto, Cooper Rosenauer and Eva Strachan

1 Merit and 5 Academic Awards
Imogen Bergin, Madison Garrett and Olivia Robins

6 Academic Awards
Chloe Morris (Jade) and Megan Rieschieck

7 AWARDS

5 Merit and 2 Academic Awards
Wil Arter

4 Merit and 3 Academic Awards
Charli Gilligan

3 Merit and 4 Academic Awards
Steph Greaves

2 Merit and 5 Academic Awards
Phoebe Gibson and Hannah Griffin
1 Merit and 6 Academic Awards
Declan Beekhof, Harrison Doyle, Sienna Finger, Imogen Frost, Natasha Harrison, Thomas Mung, Taj Ruta, Sophie Vos, Erin Whitelaw and Lily Wilson

7 Academic Awards
Amy Langcake, Nicholas Lantouris and Benjamin Maynard

8 AWARDS

3 Merit and 5 Academic Awards
Jordyn Kelly

2 Merit and 6 Academic Awards
Charles Basset, Poppy Biagini, Rebecca Course, Amber Damen, Sarah Frazzetto, Nadia Geeves, Grace Patterson, Sienna Symons and Samantha White

1 Merit and 7 Academic Awards
Teagan Bethune, Alannah Bird, Neve O’Brien, Joshua Otto and Amy Wicks

8 Academic Awards
Hayley Harwood and Mikaylah Wyllie

9 AWARDS

8 Merit and 1 Academic Award
Oscar Knight

4 Merit and 5 Academic Awards
Jessica Hendrie and Charlotte Toohey

3 Merit and 6 Academic Awards
Hannah Jean

2 Merit and 7 Academic Awards
Tia De Angelis, Kaiah Dedic, Jacob Gould, Joshua Handasyde and Stephanie Tomada

1 Merit and 8 Academic Awards
Lily Bartusch, Marielle Catungal, Mannix McGovern, Lincoln van Duuren and Kate Wicks

9 Academic Awards
Denisse Lopez Garza

10 AWARDS

4 Merit and 6 Academic Awards
Violet Willemsen

3 Merit and 7 Academic Awards
Megan Scheifhout

2 Merit and 8 Academic Awards
Benjamin Hendriks, Megan Read and Alannah Rudan
**Year 8 Recipients**

**1 Award**

**1 Merit Award**
Cody Anderson, Billy Athanasopoulos, Zachary Beard, Jay Bridge, Oscar Brown, Edward Cerini, Ryley Dare, Jade Fredrickson, Lily Hall, Mia Hurren, James Ivan, Jack Johnson, Georgia Kinslow, Shaelee Lang, Joshua Logg, Ashley McIntyre, William McNaught, Cynthia Napolitano, Tia Neicho, Heath Price, Jasmine Ryan, Olivia Shaw, Jade Stephens and Jesse Wade

**1 Academic Award**
Harrison Alderman, Justin Beaton, Jackson Coleman, Hayden Foletta, Lochie Foster, Liam George, Caleb Harrison-Nicol, Miles Hollole, Grace Horgan, Logan Klein, Jett Lang, Harrison Large, Gabriella Orlando, James Trimboli, Rowan Tucker and Spencer Woods

**2 Awards**

**2 Merit**
Lucy Bourke, Arabella Bucci, Perry Byron, Emily Comben, Phoenix Edyvane, Tyler Hanger, Olivia Mackowiak, Elizabeth Maggs, Macklin Murray, Will Toopchan, Riley Trewn and Jade Whelan

**1 Merit and 1 Academic Award**
Jay Barnes, Zachary Di Ludovico, Mika Elenius, Brody Harrison, Tanesha McGregor, James McLaine, Thomas Napier, Jakob Pace, Edgerrin Peters, Hollie Wheeler, Daniel Whitaker and Lily Woods

**2 Academic**
Jordan Copling, Ava Garthwaite, Ashah Holmes, Lachlan Northmore, Tyler Parker-Turner and Nancee Ripepi

**3 Awards**

**3 Merit Awards**
Paige Adams, Tyson Archer, Ashtyn Crabtree, Joel D’Angelo, Rhys Fraser and Francesco Salomone

**2 Merit and 1 Academic**
Kye Arnot, Kaitlyn Barnes, Alexandra Griffin-Krenn, Bella McMaster, Joshua Roberts, Anthony Schembri and Jess Vukic

**1 Merit and 2 Academic**
Holly Chapman-Attwood, Alannah Cox, Yasmyn Gillam, Thomas Hobley, Maya Johannes, Flynn McDonald, Raynor Orme, Harry Russell, Braedan Somers and Amber Usenich

**3 Academic Awards**
Primrose Dillon, Jayden Isbester, Alanah Jary, Seb Price and Sean Wahrenberger

**4 Awards**

**4 Merit Awards**
Brooke Leist and Keira Sandford

**3 Merit and 1 Academic Awards**
Olivia Blewett, Rekik Brilli, Torey Burns, Anthony Ciantar and Antonina Corrone

**2 Merit and 2 Academic Award**
Madeline De Vries, Sophie Grima, Nicholas Hausler and Mackenzie Mitchell

**1 Merit and 3 Academic Awards**
Hunter Bourke-Finn, James Carr, Michael Douthwaite, Maximus Iskra and Richard Laan

**4 Academic Awards**
Summer Edyvane and Coby Smith
5 AWARDS

3 Merit and 2 Academic Awards
  Thomas Elvin, Kelsey Fern and Alannah Van Den Broek

2 Merit and 3 Academic Awards
  Samantha Badgery, Miami Fabian Smith, Joseph Glennon, Gabriel Griffin, Daniel MacFarlane, Mitchell O'Neil and Jordan Potts

1 Merit and 4 Academic Awards
  Grace Chamberlain, Alicia Di Pietrantonio, Daniel Glennon and Karen Mwagiru

5 Academic Awards
  Olivia Gallo and Luke Schmitzer

6 AWARDS

6 Merit Awards
  Spencer Hill

5 Merit and 1 Academic Award
  Amber Eacott and Mitchell Payne

4 Merit and 2 Academic Awards
  Hayley Blewett, Monique Bonanno, Ollie Tisbury and Zelie Zmegac

3 Merit and 3 Academic Awards
  Tessa Atkinson, Stephen Cameron, Ryan Chams El Dean, Liana Choi and Olivia Spence

2 Merit and 4 Academic Awards
  Samuel Carrington, Lauren De Betue, Ela Greentree, Ben Heath, Rainer Ludwig, Benjamin Richardson and Celeste Tisbury

1 Merit and 5 Academic Awards
  Sienna Allen, Oliver Brewin, Sixten Franz and William Welsh

6 Academic Awards
  Alexandra Chisholm, Madeleine Onley, Natasha Rutzou and Baylin Spencer

7 AWARDS

5 Merit and 2 Academic Awards
  William Smith

4 Merit and 3 Academic Awards
  Harrison Baxter, James Maffescioni and Schemaiah Perera

3 Merit and 4 Academic Awards
  Ginger Borg-McIlroy, Nathan Elderhurst, Chloe McDonald and Samuel Wicks

2 Merit and 5 Academic Awards
  Sienna Armstrong, Max Biddiscombe, Liam Furey, Sophie Johns, Sebastian McDonald and Olivia Nielsen

1 Merit and 6 Academic Awards
  Bianca Condon, Olivia Licciardi, Tomas Majdancic, Katherine McGarry, Caleb Prentice, Samahdi Reed, Keira Toohey and Alexander Van Duuren

7 Academic Awards
  Elena Atanasovski, Amy Colliver, Carissa Manger, Sukhmani Puri, Daniel Roper, Mariz Sewiha, Riley Spencer and Georgia West
8 AWARDS

5 Merit and 3 Academic Awards
Leith Addison

4 Merit and 4 Academic Awards
Jett Moody

2 Merit and 6 Academic Awards
Isabelle Walliker

1 Merit and 7 Academic Awards
Lauren Frazzetto and Jasmine Steele

8 Academic Awards
Benjamin Burkitt, Joshua Del Biondo, Elle Enright and Jonathan White

9 AWARDS

7 Merit and 2 Academic Award
Alice McCormick

3 Merit and 6 Academic Awards
Olivia Gardeniers

2 Merit and 7 Academic Awards
Ellen Bradley, April Atkinson, Campbell Manser, Mitchell Mazzarella and Danya Moerth

1 Merit and 8 Academic Awards
Morgan Allen, Maxine Flamsteed, Louisa Inglese, Mariano Martinez and Jazmin Sumner

9 Academic Awards
Aaliyah Roberts, Mary Vanderkolk and Joshua Wolski

10 AWARDS

3 Merit and 7 Academic Awards
Malindu Chandrasekara

2 Merit and 8 Academic Awards
Vivienne Mackenzie

1 Merit and 9 Academic Awards
Sophie Morris and Kathleen Rhodes

10 Academic Awards
Olivia Barre and Alice Vardy

YEAR 9 RECIPIENTS

1 AWARD

1 Merit Award
Fraser Beyer, Marcus Blazincic, Charli Bromley, Jarryd Campbell, Isabelle Castricum, Caidyn Cornish, Mason Drieberg, Oli Finch, Julian Fox, Cody George, Kirra Gibson, Charli Grasby, Nathan Harper, Samuel Hayes, Alessandra Hendrie, Fabian La Morticella, Perry Leane, Audrey Lyons, Brooke Martin, Zane Masci, Joel Mathew, Sam Matthews, William McLean, Cooper Muntz, Lachlan Nicholls, Chantelle Nolet, Heidi O’Brien, Jayde Packer, Virgilio Parrella, Hannah Parrott, Ethan Pereira, Jack Roach, Jasper Stoppa, Lachlan Story, Lily Toomer, Jaz Trupke, Isaiah Villani, Toby Waghorn and Joshua Zmegac
1 Academic Award
Tegan Banks, Marcus Hamilton, Ryan Hirschfeld, Tynesha Johnson, Alix McDonald, Indiana Pinnock, Charlotte Read, Ethan Smith, Casey Stephens, Alexander Taranto, Mitchell Westbury and Aiden Westlake,

2 Awards

2 Merit

1 Merit and 1 Academic
Cameron Atkinson, David Barnes, Sienna Clay, Amelie Kercher, Tahlia Ling, Charlotte Mansley, Cooper Murray, Brooke Scully and Ailish Sheehan

2 Academic
Gabrielle Clinton, Bailey Dove, Campbell Frazzetto and Ashleigh Pavey

3 Awards

3 Merit Awards
Trinity Kindness, Joshua Pettinella, Ayesha Saba, Cody Somers and Georgina Wiffrie

2 Merit and 1 Academic
Mia Baxter, Jett Blumeris, Olivia Byrne, Scott Colliver, Ruby Commerford, Callum Dennis, Amelia George, Olivia Gill, Rhylee Guy, Olivia Symons, Declan Willis, Charlotte Wilson and Jaimee Wilson

1 Merit and 2 Academic
Holly Deray, Emma Jacob, Kale Johnson, Jessica Lowry, Jackson Nunziante, Chloe Ross, Daniel Spinks and Emma Williamson

4 Awards

4 Merit Awards
Ethan Bloomberg, Ella McNair, Leilani Mitchell, Lachlan Rice and Abby Thomas

3 Merit and 1 Academic Awards
Phoebe Collins and Benjamin Renouf

2 Merit and 2 Academic Award
Laura Callanan, Monica Horn, Ella Meerkotter, Anh Reed and Atherton Simmons

1 Merit and 3 Academic Award
Jack Dowdle, Stephanie Schlueter and Gabrielle Woods

4 Academic Awards
Grace Napoleone

5 Awards

4 Merit and 1 Academic Award
Jasmin Krikas, Seth McCubbin and Peter Scoble

3 Merit and 2 Academic Awards
Enndia Hicks

2 Merit and 3 Academic Awards
Ella Mae Aranco, Monica Mockiewicz, Stephanie Molluso and Chloe Smith

1 Merit and 4 Academic Awards
Chanel Fernando, Byron Foster, Liam Madigan and Brooke Shandley
5 Academic Awards
   Kahlia Dewar and Lewis Hipfel

6 AWARDS

3 Merit and 3 Academic Awards
   Jeremy Conte, Sabina Lantouris and Keaton Read

1 Merit and 5 Academic Awards
   Lucille Belford, Seamus Coffey, Eloise Graves and Jamie Speight

6 Academic Awards
   Mikaili Clegg and Alannah Finger

7 AWARDS

4 Merit and 3 Academic Awards
   Thomas Basset and Cheyenne Moore

3 Merit and 4 Academic Awards
   Stella Atkinson and Chloe Parker

2 Merit and 5 Academic Awards
   Karri Pritchard

1 Merit and 6 Academic Awards
   Jack Drummond and Nikita Garrett

7 Academic Awards
   Ellie Inglese, Allison Mathews, Teagan McConachy, Lauren O’Neill, Victoria Prasel, Mark Rimando, Annalise Roper and Charlee Schafer

8 AWARDS

5 Merit and 3 Academic Awards
   Joshua Peels

3 Merit and 5 Academic Awards
   Natalie Contebardo, Jessica Finette and Ella Preston

2 Merit and 6 Academic Awards
   Jacob Avery, Charlotte Lorbek, Mia Mercuri and Tahliya Williams

1 Merit and 7 Academic Awards
   Grace George and Baxter Lill

8 Academic Awards
   Millie Barker, Nicola Bryce, Danielle Gazzola and Noah Ruta

YEAR 10 RECIPIENTS

1 Award

1 Merit Award
   Blake Archer, Max Benson, Bella Bergamin, Rebecca Bullen, Alannah Conte, Piper Crymble, Phoebe Dixon, Connor Egan, Cinzia Giudice, Shanae Love, Paige McMaster, Flynn Michel-Collins, Alana Morabito, Reuben Muir, Jordan Pace, Blake Payne, Nicholas Piccioli, Joe Pignataro, Lachlan Riddiford, Marcus Salvetti, Daniella Scabellone, Jack Silvester, Talissa Tocci, Ford Treloar, Madeline Trimboli, Jarrod Voss, Charlotte Vranken and Amy Vukic
1 Academic Award
Aiden Badawy, Mitchell D'Aloisio, William Logg, Bailey O'Neil and Macaylah Wilson

2 AWARDS

2 Merit
Zac Carolan, Thomas Carruthers, Samuel Colangelo, Georgia Cuteri, Lachlan Friswell, Freida James, Ryan Jones, Margaret MacDonald, Bridie Moon, Chloe Poli, Thomas Reardon, James Rhodes, Fenella Stanley, Frank Toscano and Jacob Whitehouse

1 Merit and 1 Academic Award
Mackenzie Adams, Sarah Biasuzzo, Jessica Bonanno, Tarin Cooper, Georgia Haynes, Jay Lewington, Lachlan McIntyre, Tahlia Neilson, Kyron Phillips, Ruby Rock, Declan Russell, Courtney Sugrue and Grace Whelan

2 Academic
Hannah Heath, Jack Hendrie, Erin McGarry, Jessica McGrath and Holly Russell,

3 AWARDS

3 Merit Awards
Elizabeth Griffin, Wiktoria Krawczyk, Emma Morris and Zoe Siwek,

2 Merit and 1 Academic
Ella Arter, Max Bradley, Ashlea Calvi, Nicholas Carrington, Clara D’Angelo, Tiana Di Pietrantonio, Caitlin Fawdry, Ashley Frazzetto, Jessica Herrod, Holly Johns, Callum Ludwig, Sarah Nichols, Chantelle Pavey, Madeleine Read, Oscar Robins, Aimee Sartori, Olivia Siwek, Tamara Whitmore, Chelsea Wilson and Mitchell Wolski

1 Merit and 2 Academic
Trent Campbell, Masara Hanna Shmuni, Madison Jackson, Dominika Kazcmarek, Abbi Kelberg, Poppy Rayner, Lucy Rogers and Fletcher Stafford

3 Academic Awards
Hana Bainbridge

4 AWARDS

4 Merit Awards
Selby Borg-McIlroy, Tess Flint and Alec Grebe

3 Merit and 1 Academic Awards
Matthew Colliver and Maddison Macpherson

2 Merit and 2 Academic Award
Victoria Cappellucci, Lachlan Isbester, Tiana King, Marek Orlowski, Charlotte Sims and Kaylah Young

1 Merit and 3 Academic Award

4 Academic Awards
Ebony Damen and Charlotte De Vries

5 AWARDS

5 Merit Awards
Jaidyn Askham

4 Merit and 1 Academic Award
Ava Bartusch, Samantha Brewer, Madeleine Keating and Taylah Martorella
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3 Merit and 2 Academic Awards  
Christian De Iulio, Isabella Elderhurst, Danielle Greene, Lilly May, Hardy Nagel, Olivia Rieschieck, Eliza Russell, Lilah Sanderson, Jaimee Strachan, Melinda Virgona, Ryan Webb and Emily Wicks,

2 Merit and 3 Academic Awards  
Samara Brauman, Chelsea Emary and James Noceja

1 Merit and 4 Academic Awards  
Madeleine Beard, Katelyn Kollosche, Shae Preston, Amy Wahrenberger and Jasmin Wood

5 Academic Awards  
Caitlin Van Den Broek

6 Awards

6 Merit Awards  
Lily Trewin

5 Merit and 1 Academic Award  
Chelsea Nunn and Mia Wright

4 Merit and 2 Academic Awards  
Patrice Demetriou and William Geeves

3 Merit and 3 Academic Awards  
Isabella Keeling

2 Merit and 4 Academic Awards  
Harry Chivers, Ellen McDonald, Alyssia Trinnick and Molly Williams

1 Merit and 5 Academic Awards  
Zoe Hendriks

6 Academic Awards  
Courtney Barnes and Alexander Renouf

7 Awards

5 Merit and 2 Academic Awards  
Tayla Cane and Amelia Jerin

4 Merit and 3 Academic Awards  
Emma Di Paolo and Sam Green

2 Merit and 5 Academic Awards  
Krishia Catungal, Stephanie Martinez and Ethan Prentice

1 Merit and 6 Academic Awards  
Jessica Gamble

7 Academic Awards  
Dianne Sayco and Connor Taylor

8 Awards

3 Merit and 5 Academic Awards  
Nadia Mattucci

2 Merit and 6 Academic Awards  
Laura Fitzgerald and Andre Parlas
1 Merit and 7 Academic Awards
Kimberley Fiorentino and Brianna Moore

1 Award

1 Merit Award

1 Academic Award
Tessa Bourke-Finn, Aaron Campagna, Dane Cerveri, Kai Frost, Emma Gipp, Faith Greenberger, Ryan Gurney, Caspar Hutchinson, Jack Largue, Amelia Moorby, Matthew Perry, Dylan Peters, Emma Roberts, Jacksen Sealey, Tori Sharp, Joel Stamawski, Chelsea Thompson, Genevieve Trolley, Tara Vanstan, Moses Villani, Sarah Vrsecky and Logan Watson

2 Awards

2 Merit
Jai Addison, Lachlan Boyd, Christopher Fox, Amber Gosling, Arijana Gowan, Angus Hill, Emily Hoiles, Hayley Jackson, Nelson Mwagiru, Lucy Nation, Gabriella Phillips, Charles Schneider, Braeden Shean, Ebony Smark, Lochlann Tipping and Harrison van Duuren

1 Merit and 1 Academic Award
Reilly Acabado, Sarah Boyle, Harrison Brown, Adam Camp, Isabella Davies, Lily Dove, Mitchell Farr, Angus Hayes, Tatiana Lintzeris, Rebecca Meyer, Cameron Oude-Meilink, Casey Parker-Turner, Clinton Sibberas and Bryce Woods

2 Academic
Maddison Andueza, Caitlyn Gervasoni, Talisha Nichols, Zak Stafford, Madeline Stokes and Thomas Whitaker

3 Awards

3 Merit Awards
Ebony Eacott, Teghan Hartigan, Jasper Hennessy, Ashley Herrod and Nicholas McKenzie

2 Merit and 1 Academic
Joanna Bryce, Samantha Crabtree, Emily Cullen, Rosemarie Galluzzo and Francesca Ripepi

1 Merit and 2 Academic
Tomadia Ghali, Melissa Mathews, Chloe Rickard and Rory Townend

2 Academic Awards
Catherine Gillet and Emma Pitt

4 Awards

4 Merit Awards
Christina Del Giudice, Emily Leach, Jasmine Maa, Michelle Richardson and Jacob Vulfs

3 Merit and 1 Academic Awards
Paula Del Giudice, Kirsten Moerth and Liam Pritchard

2 Merit and 2 Academic Award
Anthony Centracchio, Reanna Corrigan, Jackson Davis, Ryan Finette, Madeline Remminga and Rebecca Snell

4 Academic Awards
Bridget Deed
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5 Awards

4 Merit and 1 Academic Award
Alexandra Falconer, Matilda Kelly and Olivia Pettinella

3 Merit and 2 Academic Awards
Molly Bollaart, Harrison George, Alesha Gray, Riley Swankie and Summer Thomas

2 Merit and 3 Academic Awards
Kaitlyn Crymble, May Flamsteed, Jamieson Manger and Jack Sheehan

6 Awards

4 Merit and 2 Academic Awards
Georgia Drummond

3 Merit and 3 Academic Awards
Amy Frazzetto

2 Merit and 4 Academic Awards
Jelinna Santiago

6 Academic Awards
Rhiannon Nanscawen

Year 12

1 Award

1 Merit Award
Noah Andueza, Jade Bennett, Sophie Cook, Benjamin Decorrado, Laura Del Biondo, Scarlett Drieberg, Jessica Emary, Jade Fairweather, Ivy Ferguson-Mayer, Ella Garrett, Kara Inglese, Jordan Jaworski, Rianna Kirkham, Samuel Lees, Molly Matthews, Guido Parrella, Chartlon Pettigrew, Matthew Phillips, Ethan Preston, Ciara Robinson, Elly Royle, Lucy Ryguschek, Nicholas Sanelli, Roisin Scoble, Mary Snell, Owen Spieth, Amara Sproson-Barr, Ashlee Sumner, Meg Thompson and Lachlan Young

1 Academic Award
Alanah Archer, Riley Atwell, Anthony Cappellucci, Emma Croney, Patrick Deed, Joshua Graham, Nathan Hausler, Tara Jean, Molly Jones, Torrey Kelly, Charli Lilagan, Joshua McKinnon, Harrison Strachan and Willow Thomas

2 Awards

2 Merit
Abbey Arnold, Timothy Carrington, Charlotte Cilia, Alex D’Angelo, Erin Dean, Cooper Downey, Angelo Eglezos, Isabella Embleton, Jackson Flint, Macy Giling, Brayden Hunt, Gemma Klep, Brianna Kollosche, Eliza McDonald, Alana McGurgan, Chelsea Rogers, Jayden Santiago, Jemma Sugrue, Koby Wyatt and Lachlan Zeniou

1 Merit and 1 Academic Award
Lachlan Brown, Jade Callaway, Grace Clinton, Matthew Gamble, Emily Gazzola, Molly Henderson, Emily Knight, Kaitlyn Spinks, Keilani Trewavis and Jessie Williams

2 Academic
Jai-Kobi Butcher, Meagan Farrugia-Roberts and Marcus Tyzack

3 Awards

3 Merit Awards
Thomas Badgery, Tea Grebe, Merna Hanna Shmuni, Patrick Keating, Jamie Marshall and Jacquelyn Voss

2 Merit and 1 Academic
Darcy Hamilton, Kendra Spencer, Ella Tosh, Grace Vanderkolk and Jack Woodward
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1 Merit and 2 Academic
  Michael Platten, Daniel Schlueter and Emily Zmegac

3 Academic Awards
  Christelle Cartledge, Rosalie De Francesco, Clay Noyes, Charlie Wells and Charlotte Young

4 AWARDS

4 Merit Awards
  Sophia Zappia

3 Merit and 1 Academic Awards
  Mikayla Byrne, Amelia Cimo and Jessica Myers-Denton

2 Merit and 2 Academic Award
  Grace Staindl-Dymond, Sheridyn Witney and Harrison Stolzenhain

1 Merit and 3 Academic Award
  Kayley McKenna and Jason Rice

5 AWARDS

4 Merit and 1 Academic Award
  Tristan Mifsud

3 Merit and 2 Academic Awards
  Ethan Cornish

2 Merit and 3 Academic Awards
  Lara Griffin-Krenn

This completes the list of award recipients